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l, IfflODOCTION. 

This. article deals with the problem of forwul~ting the infol'll8tion technology 

strategy (ITS) 'of a company. 

ITS • eans a definition of the generał lineś along ·which the information 

systems will be developed in the next years. It consists of the following'-: 
. . 

criteria for evaluating and prioritizing applications 

principles of _resource allocation and technological choice 

explicit plans, coordination guidelines and planning p~ocedures whit 

appropiate controls and incentives . 

Every company should have an ITS because otherwise 

the systems development work may be done for past or present situation 

instead of the future plans 

there may be a large number uncoordinated projects going on in the 

company 

the company may miss some new opportunities of IT 

In many companies the role of IT is nowadays moving from the support of 

routine operations to a competitive weapon. The executives play an essential 

role in this change. They know the strategies of the company and this infor

mation should be the basis for planning the future information systems. The 

formal planning methods in system analysis and system design do not generally 

l ead to this information. Tberefore we need other and somehow softer methods 

in that work. Such methods are interviews, observations , discussions etc.-

hut t hey should and could be used in a systematic way too. 

Ari Vepsalainen 1986 
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We bave carried out the ITS planning process in three different companies. 

Our method is ba.sed on the ideas of F.Warren McFarlan at the Harvard Business 

School, which have been largely disc~Śed and further developed in many 

papep; at the -80 1 s2 :0ne of the cases is ·a whole sale company in consumer 

goods business. All the examples in this article are based on that particular 

case . 

Next we are going to formulate a aodel of the relatiónships between the 

strategy of a company and the components of ITS. This model will be pro~am

med with an expert _system generator and is ment to be a tool for members of 

ITS planning project group. This program is under construction . 

2. THE IT STRATEGI PLAmNG l'ROCF.5S 

In developing ITS we· use a process which is de·scribed in the picture 1. 

CORPORATE/BUSINESS 
STRATEGY ·ANALYSIS 

11 
ANALYSIS OF PRESENT 
DATA PROCESSING 

2 

3 

I 
ITS /J 
PLANNING 

l 
. I 

ITS 
FORMULATION 

Picture 1. The prosess of foraulating _'ITS3 

See 1k:Pad•a and ~y, PartlODS, JConsynslty atld cash, Earl etc. 

Tapio Reponen presented this idea _in the II FINNISH-POLlSH SYMPOSIUM 
1986 
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First of all we must point out that success in carrying out the process 

depends on the people involving it. We need a prpject organizati_on which is 

occupied in a proper manner. In the project group there should be the line 

managers frOIII the most important functions of the ,company and some edp

professionals . yery important is also the support of the managing directqr to 

- the project . wp.en we start the project_ we always train the proj~ct group 

first so that we all have "the same language•. 

There are four stages in the process. In the first stage we study the strate

gy of the company for the next five to eight years, When -. we know · .how ·the . 

business is going to change, we can say how the· information systems should 

change. Method in this stage is interviewing. We discuss with the key persons · 

about the future business. The managing director is one of thein, Aftei:

discussions we have an idea of the main trends. By interviewing the middle

stage managers we go then deeper into the subject. OUr aim is to analyse the. 

business objectiv~s in a long run. 

When studing the strategy we use the main principles of Michael Porter's': 

five .forces driving industry competition (suppliers, buyers, substitu

tes, entrants and industry competitors) 

- value chain with three stages (suppliers, internal functions and 

buyers) 

three generic strategies (cost leadership, market focusing, product 

differen_tiation) 

This is the framework with which we discuss. We ask the managers to rank the 

importance of these forces, value chain levels and main strategies. There are 

with no doubt disagreements in this ranking, but with discussing, training 

and group working we try to find a . concensus and theri everyone must accept 

it.. 

In the second stage we_ analyse the present data processing resources; both 

hardware and software.-Usual ly there is a person in the edp-department who 

can give quite an exhaustive list about machines, appli~ations and the on- . 

going development projects . Then we additionally study the managers' opinions 

about the· effectiviness of the systems . Here we again use interviews. Edp-

Porter 1980 

See both papers of Mikko Rucihonen 
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professi onals and .line managers very often disagree concerning the effecti

viness. 

Also a list· of special skills of ędp-professionals is needed. The .future 

systeas ·11USt be ·based on the present ones, buildiÓg to:tally new generation of 

software . is possibly only in small steps .· Developing new systems and main

tainiÓg old ones requires professionals and knowing their skills gives the 

possibility to place them in projects they are suited for. 

• Third stage is the planning stage . It Jla,s following pa.rts: · 

1 · The critical success factors of data-processing. There areno universal 

list for those, they depend on the industry branch and the case . 6 

2 The opportunities IT offers for business. IT can be used in two wa~s t o 

gain c0111petitive advantage: using new technologies or using present 

technologies in a new way. Some examples of the highlights of today are 

inter-organizational systems (IOS), new methods in system engineering 

(CASE-tools), expert syste.ms, artificial intelligence in productioii, 

videotex at h011e, use of bar codes and smart cards . 

3 The coapetitive use of IT . The possible areas to beat competitors with 

IT are discussed in section,3. 

4 The main principles of IT-management. Essential questions here are the 

position of edp-department in organization and the internal structure 

of edp-department . There are three basie alterna~ives how to handle 

edp-function: own edp-department, building a company from the edp

department and using outside service_s 7 • 

5 Strategie points of architecture. The a~chitecture -consists of four 

parts: data, hardware , i 1PPlication and communication architecture. 

Strategie means .here that we study the business's demands for the 

architecture . . The developing trends of the business should be ·taken 

into consideration when making plans about the generał structure of edp 

because it can restrict the flexibility of the business,' 

6 Analysis of resources and costs. 

7 Analysis of expected benefits . Benefits from the edp are always diffi

cult to estimate - future benefits specially. 

7 

-The idea of critical success factors basę on 
Rockart, Saaksjarvi (1984) presents some examples 
Pinnish c011p8n:ies 

Tapio Reponen 1988 

the articles of 
gathered fr011 
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Fourtb stage is decision 1181ting. There the cOB1pany decides its ITS. This · 

stage has following parts: 

1 The links ITS has with companys bw;iness &.trategy_. 

2 The critical ·success factors of data-processing . 
. . 

3 The goals using IT· as a competi-ti:ve met4od: _ 

4 The main principles of .management of data prbcessing fuąction. 

5 The aain ·principles of aichitecture,. 

6 Resources and expected benefits · for ca•r9'ing the ITS into practise. 

When carrying out the pl8Wling prosess we have thieee main areas of matters to 

elear up : 

strategy (stage 1) 

the present situation of the edp (stage 2) 

the potentia! seans to use IT as a competitive weapon (stage 3) 

In every area our aet:hod is interviewing and we have a fora for each one as a 

tool. There are two kind of questions in our forms: open questions which are 

answered verbally and propositions with a scale from 1 to 5 to be evaluated. 

These evaluations gives us a very useful tool to rarik the importance of 

different potential and present applications in company. The open questions 

· gives facts and generał notions to be considered . 

. Interviewing is a very i.llportant part of the project . We choose the persons 

to be interviewed carefully. They should be very well aware about the future 

strategies in their area . In discussions witb managers we use so called 

seaistructured interviews, i.e. we give a form to th~ interviewee but fill it 

00;rselves while discussing. It is quite a formal .method allthough · the inter

viewees may feel it informal and comfortable. We thing discussion-like aqcui

sition of the data gives deep_er information than pure questionnaries, 

Some examples of ąuestions used in ą case in consumer goods business are 

listed in appendix 1. 
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3 COHPETITIVE ADVANTAGE WITH IT 

There are four basie ways to achieve competitive advantage by using IT: 

improving the relationships to other companies, e.g. suppliers and 

customers 

increasing interna! efficiency 

better decisiori support 

information intensity in products 

In the relationship to the .customers the main strategy is to build switching 

costs to them. That can be achieved with IT". In improving its positioą to 

customers a company has two possible means : 

1 . offering them such services that are not possible without IT 

2. reducing their costs 

There are many succesful eXSDIP,les presented in litterature 9 • One very much 

used method here is the order entry system . When we offer customers sucha 

system are able to get the following service: 
' they can receive order status 

they can make inquiries CQnceming stock levels and· delivery times 

of ours 

they can make inquiries conceming products and pricts 

they can send orders directly to our system ; that saves time when no 

phone calls is needed, increases the „ de_Uvery time and saves costs 

of both customers and our.s 
!l 

they can get the invoces and dispatch notes directly from computer 

t o computer , which saves costs and work 

When we have delivered the order system to our customer, he will not very 

easily change us to another supplier because of the changing costs and the 

service he would miss . This is along the basie ideas .of Michael Porter 10 • The 

new ideas about open systems arcitecture may lessen this impact. 

a 

9 

10 

F . Warren McFarlan 1984 

See for example Buzzell 1985 

Michael Porter 1985 
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Other ·services we can offer to. customers are technical assistance in p·roduct 

planning and offer pianning. These are examples of planning activ ities for 

which computer pregrams can rather easily be build , Building both. such· 

planning systems and order systems are very large investment. Who would make 

these investments is discussed-in ·cllapter 5 .. 

CUstomers costs can be reduced by order systems like presented above. 0tber 

methods are for example allowing them to •.1se our computer or software oi 

telecommunicatioli. network, 

I::i the relationsbip to the suppliers .a company tries to better its position. 

against the supplier, that is, make it possible to change the supplier t make 

the supp1ier be dependent on the company and encourage t:hem to competition 11 • 

IT can support this by reducing suppliers costs and giving :better inf-0rmation 

about present and potential suppliers12 , 

Increasiog internal · efficiency means . better~ing the level of operations and 
\ 

reducing costs. This is the oldest area in applying IT. (personnel, admini-

stration routines , .sal es, invoicing and store chećking routines, CAM) but 

ther e are still lot of doing. 

One way to apply IT is merge IT in products, in other words, increase infor

mation intensity of products . Some examples of this are products including 

processors for controlling tbeir functions {home electronics , radio teleph.o

nes , ..• ) and products including software which is used in micro computers for 

control and adjust t;he fuńction of the product 

tOÓls, •.• ) . 

11 

12 

Cash - Konsynski 1985 

F. Warren McFarlan 1984 

(indicators, mach.ine 
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4 FORKUWillG THE STKATEGY 

In finał strategy formulation we start _with che ranking list we made_ in stage 

i' about main strategies and value chain stages. That .list shows the prima.cy 

areas in -che application development. 

BusineS1J · strategy 
Japbasi f . s o 
application LOW C0ST DIFFRENTIATION FO~US 
developaent 

SUPPLIER - order entry systems - analysis of - ana.lysis of 
RELATION- - invoicing systems suppliers and pro- suppliers and pro-
SHIPS - transport route ducts ducts 

optimizing systems - databases of supp- - databases of supp-
liers and products liers and products 

INTERNAL - office automation - quality control - sales cóntrol 
EFFICIENCY - interna! logistics - sales control systems 

automation systems - DSS 
- inventory control - shop furnishing 

systems planning systems 
- aut . of administ- - sortiment planning 

rational routines systems 
- teller terminals . 
- EAN markers and 

readers 
- wastage control 

. 
CUST0MER - order systems "- JOT - customer analysis 
RELATI0N - , invoicing systems - teller terminals and classification 
SHIPS - EAN markers in self - card readers systems 

service points - IT services in - direct marketing 
- delivery optima- shop (inquiries , systems 

tion systems reservations, au- - customer service 
- teller terminals tomates) system.:· 
- EAN readers I • .I . 

- customer databases 
- home shopping 
- card readers 

Pic turę 2. Examples of -important systems of 'different strategies in 

consumer goods business 

Then we list systems which can lead to succef!S in the choosen strategy . Unfor

tunately that is not easy at all because the means vary in different industries 

and in different kinds of companies . We can nevertheless _ list an urtiversal 

applicatioń map and a generał map for the industry branch. From that we leave 

off those systems -unrelevant for the company. The rest we rank using again the 

opinions of the managers which we have studied and analysed in the stage 3. Then 
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we can define an objective application map for the future. 

In picture 2· there are some examples about applicable systems in each strategie 

situation in consumer .goods business. 

PRESENT EDP 
(stage 2) 

UST OF 
APPUCA TIONS 

Order enlry 
lnven1ory eh. 
lnvoicing 

LIST OF 
EQUAENTS 

-Card readers 
Teller 1enninals 
Mni computer 

ORGANIZATION 
OFEDP 

• personnel 
• centralization -
• position of 

edp-department 

EFFECTI-
VNESS 

2 

" 3 

EFFECTI-
VINESS 

o 
4 
2 

RANKING LIST 
(stage 3) 

Ranking list of !he 
p01ential 
opponunities rr has 
10 lhe business 

, 
2 
3 

.--. 
APPLICATION MAP 
OF THE INDUSTRY 

CL OIFF. FOOJS 
o 

o o 

o 
o 

Picture 3. ITS formulation. 

~ 

RESULT 
(Stage 4) 

USTOF 
,APPUCATIONS. 

Order-'entry 

lnventory contr 

lnvoieing 

LISTOF 
EOJFt,ENTS 

Card read"rs 

Teller lenninals 

ORGANIZATION 
OFEDP 

• personnel 
centralization 

• _posi1ion · of 

I -OUAUT'I' 1-. SCHE, 
DEFNEM . CU:E 

60%of 9/.90 . 
suppliers . 

70 ,% of · "5191 ·· 
products 
All account Hl/91 
customers 

OUAUTY 
DEFJIIEM 

•· 

80 •,4" 
of ,;hops 

95 % .. 
of shops 

edp-department 

BUSINESS 
STRATEGY 

(stage 1) 

COST.S 
-. 

i2O00 

22000 

4000 

, 
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Now we have an objective application map· and the present application map (stu~ 

died in the stage 2). From the differences between these two maps we can writ.e 

out the cri terias ·for applicati on development , which means 

- order for star ting projects 

schedules f or projects 

resources needed. 

This is ill ustrated in the picture 3. 

In planning • t~ere must be a balance between bustness needs and the means to 

satisfy these needs. Application portfolio gives the· answer to the ques tion 

WHAT and technology infrastructure gives the ·a:nswer to the question HOW. These 

must be planned together like presented in the picture below. 13 

A?Pl!CATIDNS STRATtcY - 1-/HAT? 

- Division/SetJ/F'uncticn Sased 
- Oamand Orien:Oed 

- Business rocuned 

lnfrast:ucture . Che.rt.!r 

, 
TECHNDLDCY STRATEGY - HOW? 

· - Activity Eiesed 
- Supply 0:-iented 
- T• chnology Fccussed. -

/i 

Picture 4. The balance between .demand- and supply-oriented ITS planning. 

Strategie. decision making is always difficult and has partly a nature of intui

tion. Therefore the decisions cannot be made by a consultant or a program but by 

the managers of the company themselves. They are the only persons who are fitted 

with the culture and knowledge of the company. Assistants - both human and 

programmed - can help them to plan the decisions and to take the right ·kinds of 

matters into consideration. That is why we are building an expert system . Its 

idea is shortly presented in the next capture. 

131 Earl 1986 
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5 -EXPERT SYSTEM FOR WOLE SALERS' PimllłG PROCESS 

Expert systeas (ES) are perhaps the most impor-~t part of the research areas 

of the artificial intelligence. ES :s are so far not been-used vecy largely, but . . 

the pressure to adppt the knowledge technigue ·as a method of developing computer . 

programs is increS:si.ng all the time . The main doaains ·of ESl s have . b~en medici _:. ·-_ 

ne, engineering, cbemistry, geology and lilte in computer scien_c.e·s . always, · the 

defence. During the last years this technigue has been adopted -· arso to business 

applications. 

In our - study the domain of ES is the planning- process of ITS fór _whole sale 

firms_. The structural change of whole sale business is rather new matter and 

not very much discussed in information systems science. Shortly it means that 

the delivery chains from producers to finał customers (firms or c.ónsumers) are 

too long, there are too many steps init . Therefore whole salers are changing 

from storehouses to infomation brokers, who 

deliver orders and money from retailers to producers 

deliver invoices, dispatc_h notes etc. fron producers ·to retailers 

- manage the materiał flows 

This is going to be the trend ~oth in consumer goods business and in industrial 

products business. In Finnish consumer goods business there are four strong sale 

groups which have altogether over 90 ~ market share. Traditionally they have 

SUPPUERS 

J, CELIYtllY 

{ WHO~ SAL~ 

ORDE:r- J, DEUVE~ 

[ RETAILER J 7 

J, S!:LLłNG 
BUYERS 

SUPPLIERS 

J,DELfVEIIY 

CHAIN 

J,sELLJNG 

BUYERS 

Picture 5. The shift in whole business structure. 
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been storehouses se_lling to the retailers of the same group. Now the business.· 

between whole salers and retailers is decreasing and there will a chain between 

producers and comsumers . This shift is illustrated in picture· 5. 

In industrial_products_ ~elivery there is the same tren~. We have carried out a 

study in Finnish crane industry and it · seemed very obvious thar there is one 

link too 11Uch in the .chain (the left part -in the picture 5). In the future model 

retailers order via an order system and the products come directly f'rom the 

factory without any storing . This requires huge infqrmation systems in marketing 

. integrated to the adva.ilced production systems so_ that ' the principle of JOT

delivery (Just On Time} can be satisfied. 

In. a "pUre model"- the objective is to have direct materiał flows_ from _p-roducers 

to retailers with no internediate storing. All information may be in electronic_ 

form instead of paper. In . consumer goods business the producer's sortiment 

usually is so narrow that no retailer needs a system for ordering just products 

of that sortiment. Retailers are usually not big enough to build large informa

tion systems. So the builder~ and maintainers of these systems must be whole 

salers . . The strategy and structure of whole saleing is totally changing. In 

industrial products business it CSf also be the producer who builds the systems; 

this depends on the industry branch and on who is the pioneer in the branch . 

So, in that domain we try to build a model of choosing application portfolio 

and application development program, that is, the ITS wbich ' is suitable to 

support the business strategy considerat:ing the present portfolio. This model 

we try to prograa with an ES-generator. 

// 

We think an expert system can have several roles in an ITS planning prosess. 

Some examples is listed in the following: 
•. 

it can traill the managers concerning strategy problems and concepts 

it can force the managers to. 
.,, 

formulate the strategy of their own line 

it can force the managers to concentrate on matters which are important 

but which they otherwise _· WOUfd not think 

it can help the managers to evaluate and rank present applications 

it can.help tpe managers to evaluate and rank opportunities of IT 

it can help the managers to define their! information needs 

What really - are · the benefits from using an .ES in the planning prosess is a 

matter we will test after building a pI"ototype of the system. 
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Appendix I. Examples of questions in IT opportunities i nterview fo·rm 

1) CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS 
(customer = consumer) 

What k1nd of goods a typically customer buys? 

How much a typically customer buys7 

What is .the _typical profile of our customers? {age, sex, socioeconomic 

situation, car owner, •. . ) 

What the customers like and what they don ' t like in our shops ? 

What are the most critical problems i n Óur customer service? 

2) INTERNAL EFFIGIENCY 
(Interna! consists of both whole sale and shops) 

How the inventory checking is made in shops? 

How the sales are reported from the shops? 

How the inventory levels are reported from the shops? 

Who needs the information from ~hops? 

What information is most needed in chain management?· 

What information is most needed in shops? 

How the data connections between shops and chain management are arranged? 

What are the most critical problems in our interna! operations? 

I • 
, ' 

3) SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS 
(Supplier = producer) 

What is the quantit;y of foreign suppliers? 

What is the quantity of domestic suppliers? 

How much the group of suppliers does vary? 

How fast can the supplier deliver an order? 

How the transport routes are decised? 

How the suppliers sell goods -to shops? 

How the suppliers promot~s about their new products? 

What are the most critical problems in aur supplier relationships? 
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B. P:ropo:s:i.t:i.on:s 

Estillate the · importance of the aatters stated in the following proportions 

with the scale 

1 worthless 

2 worth of pbserving 

3 worth of taking into consideration 
\ . 

4 worth o·f planning 

5 critical to business 

1) CUSffllER. REWIONSHIPS 
(customer = consumer) 

Customers benefit from the invoicing system of our 

teller terminaJ.s. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Customers like the speed of our teller terminals . 1 2 3 4 5 

Customers can order goods via our home videotex system. 1 2 3. 4 5 

Customers can use IT services (bank automates, reservation 1 2 3 4 5 

systems, ... ) in our shops 

Customers can get advices and hints about our products 

(recipies, use of chemicals , ... ) via an information system 

in shops 

We can use information about the consumer behavior 

We can get information about our customers behavior 

in our shops 

We can use the customer information to direct marketing 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 
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2) INTERNAL EFFICIENCY 
(Interna! consists of both whole sale and shops) 

We have shop furnishing planning systems 

The chain management get information abóut .the 

sales of the shops 

The· chain management get information about the 

profitability of the shops ~..l- \ 

The ~hain management get information about the 

inventory levels of the shops 

Goods ·can be. transported from a shop to another shop when 

acutelynę-eded · 

The sortiments of the shops can be planned and controlled 

centralizedly by the chain management 

The wastages of the shops can be controlled 

We have systems for the planning of the personnel use 

We have machine-to-machine connections in •invoicing 

3) SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS 
(Supplier = producer) 

We have machine-to-machine connections in paying bills 

We have machine-to-machine connections in order entry 

system from shops to suppliers 

The .order status is available in the order entry syst;em 

Shops get dispatch notes dłr,,ec~ from computer to computer 

In shop can orders be entried via videotex system. 

Some products (milk, butter, flour , ... ) can be delivered 

automatically by shops' inventory control system when the 

inventory level has fallen below the signal limit 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 · 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5. 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

Some bulk products can be delivered to shops automatically 1 2 3 4 5 

in standard quantities and periods withou~ any order 

We have an optimizing system for tranport·routes 1. 2345 
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